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FOREWORD
This second volume of the Solar Cell Array Design
Handbook provides detailed design data. Discussions of this
data and the definitions of symbols and units are given in
Volume _.
To expedite finding the appropriate general discussions
and the detailed design data, the chap_c:s and sections of
Volumes I and II are numbered and titled identically with
few, but obvious exceptions. Inasmuch as detailed design
data is either not applicable or not available for some of
the chapters and sections, corresponding chapters or sec-




(_ote: The topical contents of the chapters
and sections in Volume Ii are iden-
tical to those of Volume L )
i. Directions for Use and Limitations of Data
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Results of Data Evaluation






















The detailed design and test data included in this second volume oi
the Solar Cell Array Design Handbook are believed to be the best data
currently ava_Aable. In order to select the best from all the data that
were collected for possible use in thi_ handbook, a data quality-rating
scheme w;_s developed and applied to the data on hand; all questionable
data were rejected.
The _ser of the design and test data in this handbook is cautioned
that each of the many different sets of data that are included were typi-
cally obtained by slightly different test methods and from different test
specimens selected from different production lots. None of these dif-
ferences can be fully ascertained from the available test documents, so
that it is not surprising to find that some of the data sets may not be
rnutually compatible with each other, as would be required, for instance:,
for comparative analyses and tradeoff studies.
1.1 DATA QUALITY CRITERIA
One of the ground rules for preparing this handbook waz to define
standards of quality for experimental data, to apply these standards to
the data that were collected, and to report only the highest quality data.
The process by which standards of quality re: solar cell electrical
output data were developed is documented in the following. These stan-
dards of quality can be used as a guide to determine the relative i;npr,'_
t,ance of certain aspects of a future test prc.gram, such as selecting an
adequate sample size, establishing the frequency of standard solar cell
calibration, and cthers.
It should be recognized that znany of the quality rating factors were
based on engineering judgment for the simple reason that at the present
time theycannot be obtained otherwise. Some of the rating factors are
oversimplifications that were purposely introdtzced to prevent the rating
scheme from becoming overly complicated without introducing errors that
would have affected tLe outcome of the rating significantly.
The following properties of solar cell test data were selected for
quality evalua_.lon:















1. 1. 1 Sample Size
It is a well recognized fact that increasing the (random} sample size,
viz., the number of cells in a teat sample selected at random from a
population (production Io;), vcill permit a more accurate prediction of
the mean behavior of the population. The estimated mean m of the popu-
lation is always calculated from the measured mean _ of the sample; how-
ever, there is a risk c_that the estimated population mean m is off from
the true, but unknown mean, by an alnount d or greater. Or, conversely,
there is I - c_ confidence that the estirr:ated population mean is different
than the true mean by an amount less than d. If the potential error d is
1.i-t
Cxed, _he confidence I - _ (or the risk _), depends upon the sample size
n and on the standard deviation _of the poly,_lation(or the spread in the




n = dZ --
(I. !-1 )
where Zp is the _t_.ndard normal variable and p = i - c_/2. Zp is given in
a statistical table of "Cumulative Normal Distribution Values of Zp. "
In order to obtain an estimate of g to use in Eq. I. I-I, a number of
sets of solar ceU test data were reviewed° It was found that the test
samples are seldom selected at random from an entire production run
and therefore, rarely represent the entire population statistically. How-
eve,-, both the mean and t}.edistribution of the entire population (many
production lots) is reasonably well known from the cell manufacturer's
quality control records, at least for electrical output under standard test
conditions (28°C, one 3olar constant, AM0). Some recent, larg__ TRW
_olar cell procurements were designed to encompass the cell manufac-
turer's yield distribution as follows.
Electrical
Group No.
Minimum Output Current at 0. 425 V
for 3, 004 A Intervals
I 0.235 A
Z 0,. 239 A
3 0.243 A
4 0. 247 A
b 0. Z51 A
6 0. 255 A
7 0. 259 A
Typical calibration and test repeatability is 10. 002 A, or one-half of _he
interval of an output group. From this the population mean and the
standard deviation were estimated to be:
m: 0. Z49 A
_r= O. 005 A
where it was assumed that the 6_ limits (±3_) include the entire distribu-
tion ranging from 0. Z35 A to 0. Z63 A. Knowing m, values of d can be
selected corresponding to any desired uncertainty. For example,
d = 0.00Z49 A corresponds to a±l percent uncertainty.
1.1-2
REPRODUCIBILITY OF .'HE
t_Rh3_]AL PAGE IS PO0_
Using Eq. 1. I-I, and values for or, Zp and d, as discussed above,
values for confidence i - c_ were calculated as a function of sample size
n and are plotted in Figure i. I-1. For a sample size n, Figure I. I-I
gives the confidence 1 - a that the sample mean _ is off from the popula-
tion mean by an amount less than d.
Solar cell measurernents are usually not assumed to be significantly
more accurate than ±! percent. Consequently, the el percent allowable
error curve in Figure I. I-1 was chosen as the grading scale for sample
size n.
1. 1. Z Sa____qlRljng Procedur-
Te be useful, data must reflect the behavior of the entire population
s-nce those using the data will not be selecting cells from the original
sarr.,ple from which the data were taken; rather, the user will be selecting
samples from the population at large. In order to make valid, nontrivial
generalizations about the population from sample statistics, the sample
should be a random sample. A useful type of sampling is defined by the
requirement that each individual in the population has an equal chance of
being the first member of the sample; after the first member is selected,
each of the remaining individuals in the pop_!ation has an equal chance of
being the second member; and so forth. This tyve of a sample is known
as a simple random sample. Experience teaches that it is not safe to
assume that a samole selected haphazardly v:i:hout any conscious plan can
be regarded as if tt had been obtained by simple random sampling. Fre-
quently, it is assumed "'_at the solar celis in a carton have just as random
a distribution as any other sample of cells. However, it is a known fact
that average output varies from production lot to production lot and from
day to day. Thus, if a carton contaxns cells that were produced on a given
day, then that c:_.rton does not crntakn a random sample by definition since
every cell in the population dld not have an equal probability of selection.
The highest confidence rating (I. O) was arbitrarily given for well
defined random sampling procedures. Equal!y arbitrarily, undefi_ed
procedures were given a rating of 0. _6, Procedures which gave biased
sample_ were (also arbitrarily) given a rating of 0. 75 if the bias was
known and defined. Procedures which gave double-biased samples were
g_ven a rating of 0.9 (if the biases are kno-vn and defined). The ratings
of Lhe various sampling plans are summarized in Table I. I-I.
Table I. I-I. Sampling Procedare Rating













































"Sample bias _' is an indicator that a sample does not "truly';
represent the population from which it w-,s selected. For example,
let it be de3ired to evaluate by test c_.:ta;..-'- char__cteristics of solar cells
that are contail.ed in the outp_it di_._ribution given above in the "Sample
Size" discussion, and let it be _tilralated that the maximum salnple size
shall be seven cells. There are essentially four different ways in which
so-called random samples can be chosen to represent the "average"
characteristics:
a_ "Haphazardly" without regard to the electrical
g roupings
b) One cell cut of each electrical group
c_ All cells from Group No. 4 (i. e,, from the _'average ''
group)
d} Cells from as many groups as possible, selected such
that the mean and the standard deviation of the samr_e
are as nearly as possible the san_e as those of the
population. (One solution: one cell each from Group
Nos. 3, 6 aad 7, and two cells each from Group Nos.
4 and 5. )
While it is clear that none of these sampling plans can result in a true
"random" sample of such limited size that represents the entire popula-
tion satisfactorily, it reflects a typical, real-life situation. With regard
to the establishment of quality criteria, sm_)ling plan (a) is called
"undefined", Plans (b) and (c) are "bi:'.sed" ar2 Plan (d) is defined as a
"random sample. " A double biased sample is ._elected by a double sam-
pling plan composed of two biased samplings.
The reason for rating double-biased samples lower than random
samples was that even though the double-biased samples may be selected
such that their mean is extremely representative of the population m,
the double-0i_sed sample mean is the average value of <:ells with mean
performance {at 1 AU, 28°C) rather than the average value of random cells.
•. 1.3 Sample Manufacturing Date
Current state of the art n-on-p silicon solar celts were developed
prior te 1964 and first available in production lots in 1964. Therefore,
n-on-p cell test data obtained prior to i964 is considered experimental
and, therefore, not acceptable for inclusion in this handbook, except for
historical review purposes.
I. 1.4 Illumination Source and Spectrum
This criterion was evaluated with respect to a go no-go-standard.
Data from tungsten sources were not used in /he handbook except for
historic_.l purposes. Natura) sunlight and high quality Xenon solar o:mu-
lato*.'s {or equivalent) were the only acceptable [[lun_ination sources With
respect to the spectral content of soarces, AM0 is acceptable _;or sixnuta-
tors, while either AMO or AM1 are acceptable for nataral sun,ight. AM0
1. "L- 5
sunlight data have inherent errors associated with telemetry while AMI
sunlight data have inherent errors associated with conversion to equivalent
AM0 data. Even high quality data from simulators have inherent intensity,
uniformity, and sty,: _lity errors. Tbe inherent errors for the three accep-
table source-spectra combinations above were considered to be approxi-
mately equal in _lagnitude i±Z percent} for conventional solar cells. Conse-
quen*ly, this criteria was not graded; rather, it was either acceptable or
unacceptable. !See TaMe I. l-Z. ) _he recently developed highly blue-
sensitive ceils were treated separately on an individual basis.
Table I. 1-2. Type of Source and Spectrum Criteria
Source AM0 AM1













1. t. 5 Intensity Stability
Intensity stability has a definite and measurable effect on solar cell
output. Any given percentage variation in intensity causes an approxi-
mately equal percentage error in solar cell current and power output.
Consequently, the confidence value given for the intensity stability cri-
terion is equal to I minus the percentage variation in intensity, as
shown in Figure I. i-2. TypicalIy, t_-= intensity variation is +I percent,
corresponding to a confidence of 0. c _.
1. 1. 6 Intensity Uniformity
Variation in intensity uniformity has a similar effect on solar cell
output as intensity instability. Any percentage variation in uniformity
can cause an approximately equal percentage error in solar cell mea-
surements. Consequently, the confidence v3tue given for the intensity
uniformity criterion is equal to 1 minus the aaximum percentage varia-
tion in intensity uniformity as shown in Figure 1. 1-3. A typical intensity
uniforroAty is ±1 percent so that the maximum variation is 2 percent,
corresponding to an intec.sity uniformity of 0.9,3. Note that maximum
variation is used rather than variation from an average intensity since it
is not always possible to calibrate the light .source at a point representing
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INTENSITY STABILITY ERROR (_) MAXIMUM VARIATION IN
INTENSITY UNIFORMITY (_)
Figure 1. 1-Z. Confidence Factors
for Intensity Sta-
bility Er ror s
Figure 1. 1-3. Confidence Factor s
for Intensity Uni-
formity E_'rors
l. t. 7 Solar Simulator Calibration Technique
The use of a "working" standard cell for light source calibration can
diminish the systematic test error caused by imperfect simulation of the
AM0 solar spectrum i_ (a) _he standard cell spectrally represents the
population, and (b) the standard cell has been calibrated either in natural
AM0 sunlight or in an AM0 simulator against a spectrally similar.
"primary" standard solar cell. Other cal-_.bration procedures than theqe
may lead to unknown, test errors.
The total solar cell output measurement error which can be caused
by improper working standard cell selection and calibration was estimated
to be between 0 and 5 percent. The 5 percent error limit was based on a
computer prediction for the case where a high-efficiency n-on-p violet-
sensitive so'at cell is tested with a blue-deficient X-25 solar simulator
which was calibrated with a standard n-on-p solar cell. Again, the esti-
mated potentialerror was expressed as a risk, with the percent error
equal to the percent risk. Table I. I-3 reflects errors of various standard
solar cells. A primary standard is defined as one that has actually been
calibrated during a balloon flight. A secondary standard has been cali-
brated on the ground against a primary, and a tertiary has been calibrated
against a secondary. A working standard is one which is used to calibrate
the light source, it may be a primary, secondary, or lower level standard
cell.
"I, i-7
Table 1. 1-3. Confidence Factors for Standard Solar Cells
Used for Light Source Calibra'_on




'. 0O 0. 99
Yes No
0.99 0.98
Yes No Yes No




Yes No Yes No
0. 97 0. 96 0. 96 0.95
If more than one standard ceil is used to calibrate a particular
light level using the average lo,_tput of the standards, the confidence fac-
tor C may be increased to C / wher. n is the numb,.r of standard cells
used.
Thermocouples, IR-sensors, or other radiation measuring devices
are not acceptable for solar sim_ulator intensity calibration, except that
they may be used to determine the relative (not absolute) spectral content
of the qimulator.
1. 1. 8 Calibz3tion Frequency
The confidence factors of Table 1. 1-3 were predicated on annual
recalibration of the standards and 30-minute intervals between solar
simulator recalibration or check. For less frequent calibration, multi-
ply the confidence factors of Table 1. 1-3 with the factors of Table 1. 1-4.
1. I. 9 Temperature Control
InadeQuate solar cell temperature control or uncertainty in the
actual cell temperature may influence the accuracy of the measured
parameters. For simplicity, it was assumed that the approximation of
0. 5 percent power change per degree Celsius temperature change
bol_Is for all other parameters and relates directly to the confidence in
the test data, as shown in Figure 1. I-4. The temperature uncertainty
was to be estimated from the applicable test report.
t. 1. 10 Voltage F_ickoff
Cells tested with four-point contacts or wires soldered to the cells















































































ESTIMATED SOLAR CELL TEMPERATURE
ERROR OR UNCERTAINTY (°C)
Figure 1. 1-4. Confidence Factors for Cell Temperature Control
20
1. I. 11 Test instrumentation
Solar cell measuring equipment and test setups were rated 1. 00 if
they c_nformed to generally acceptable practices. Unusual equipment and
setups were rated between 0. 75 and 0.90, depending on how roach confi-
dence could be gained from the applicable test report.
. °











































Figure 1. i-E. Example of Data Quality Rating Sheet
1.2 SOLAR CELL DATA PROBLEMS
_. 2. 1 Results of Data Evaluation
Application of the data quality criteria to various sets of test data
which were collected for possible inclus;,on in the handbook resulted in
two diskinctly different groups of data: "high quality" and "unacceptable"
data. Different quality :atings were derived by completing forms, as
shown in Figure 1. i-5. A study and review of these filIed-in forms,
1_owever, revealed that small differences in quaIity ratings between dif-
feren" sets of "high quality" data were most likely due to limitations of
the rating scales applied rather than to variations in the quality of the
data. "Unaccep,*able" data were primarily obtained under tungsten light
sources or under ur__ontrolled test conditions. The following conclusions
were drawn from th_,se data quality analyses:
To be of practical use and to convey confidence in the
results, published test data should state (as a minimum)
all of the test and calibration conditions which are shown
in Figure 1. 1-5.
The test results published on relatively small sample
sizes (such as five-cell samples for radiation testing,
for example} may be quite acceptable (see Figure 1. 1-1).
I. 2. 2 Solar Cell Test Data
One of the major efforts during a typical spacecraft-oriented solar
array design process is concerned with "choosing" the "right" solar cell
and coverglass for a specific mission. The word "choosing" is used here
to signal a general lack of sets of self-consistent and cohesive solar cell
test data which would readily permit orderly tradeoff or design optimiza-
tion studius to be conducted. The test data which one actually finds is
often representative of a small sample with a relatively narrow statistical
spread, taken from a production population with a relatively large statis-
tical spread. Some examples of such biased test sample groups are very
high efficiency cells obtained as "evaluation samples" from hopeful vendors,
or "bottom of the barrel" samples left over from earlier contracts. Most
solax cell test programs have indeed been executed with reasonable care,
and often statistical treatment of the data indicates that the data is indeed
statistically valid at high confidence. The nroblem shows up later, how-
ever, when data is being cross plotted. For i:'s_ance, even in "reputable"
data such interesting phenomena have appeared as the averaged maximum
power current being equal to or higher than the averaged short-circuit
current; or the averaged 25oc, AM0 maximum power of 10 ohm-era ceils
being equal to or hgher t',xan the 2 ohm-era cell output for the same cell
thickness rather than being lower. What obviously has happened is that
in the first case, nondiscriminating averaging biased _he reduced data,
while in the second case, the 10 ohm-era test samples were taken from
the upper end of the production spread and the 2 ohm-cm samples from
the lower end.
1.2-I
Unfort_,_ns:ely, it has not been possible to examine the sets of solar
cell data incl-_ded in this handbook, either for being self-consistent
within a g_ven set, or for consistenc_ between different sets of data. The
user of the solar cell data presented herein should bear in mind that the
data - _-hile it is the "best" data available _-may be misleading when used
without scrutiny in trr._leoff studies.
1. 2. 3 Material Test Data
Data quality criteria ¢or oth_.r than solar cell characteristics are
currently unknown. Test procedures, test methods, and test speciments
are frequently insufficiently described in the literature to permit even
experts in the respective fields to draw significant conclusions regarding
the valid'tty of the information presented. Often, the experimental results
reported by different investigators differ widely, but no means were found
to reconcile or otherwise explain these differences. Therefore, the solar
cell array designer is cautioned (when using the data presented in this
handbook) against drawing conclusions that may not be warranted due to
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CHAPTER 3
SOLAR CELLS
3.1 COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT SOLAR CELL TYPES
SOLAR CELL TYPES
The da_a shown here is subject to change because the solar cell
designs and their fabrication procusses are continually being refined.
(See the discussions in Sections 3. I and 3.'_Z in Vo]-rne I. )
3. i. I Performance of Different Families of Silicon
Solar Cells (Ref. 3. I-I)
Cell Des c L=ipdon
Cell Type: Various
Size: Z x 2 cm
Thickness: 0.2 to 0.3 mm
Coatings: SiO (conventional) and Ta205 (field and hybrid)
Contacts: Conventional front and back contacts, Ti-Ag and
Ti-Pd-Ag with and without solder
Gridlines: Three per cn_ (conventional), nine per cm (hybrid
and field)
Junction Depth: 0.30 - 0.35 _m - conventional cell
0.15 - 0. Z0 v,m - hybrid cell
0.18 - 0. Z3 _m - field cell
Manufacturer: Spectrolab
Back Surface Field: Conventional and hvbrh _- -ciis without field;
field cells with field.
Cover Glass: Fused silica, 0. t5 mm thick, MgF coated,
0.35 gm cut-on blue-refIective filter for hybrid and field ceils,
0.40 cut-on for conventional cells.
Test Conditions









I-V Curves Showing Typical Output of Field, Hybrid
and Conventional Cells Before Irradiation
Spectral Response Curves of Field and Conventicnai
Cells
Effects of t-MeV Electror_ Padiation on Isc, Voc,
and Pmax for Field and Convention.al Cells




Size: 2 x 2 cm
2
Active Area: 3.8 and 3.9 cm
Base Resistivity: 2 and 10 ohm" cm
Coating: SiO





Illumination: 1 solar constant AM0, X-25 solar simulator
Ceil Temperature. 25 ° and 28°C
Data Analysis
All data represent averages of test samples (5 to 100 cells) nor-
malized to 28°C cell temperature, 2 x 2 cm overall cell size
Data Results
Data results are shown in the following figures:
Short-Circuit Current Versus Cell Thickness
Maximum-Power Current Versus Cell Thickness
Maximum-Power Voltage Versus Cell Tnickness
























From Ref. 3.1-1. Reprinted with permission of the




0.30 MM THICK FIELD CELL
0.20 MM THICK FIELD CELL
0.30 MM THICK HYBRID CELL
0.20 MM THICK HYBRID CELL
0.30 MM THICK CONVENTIONAL CELL
0.20 MM THICK CONVENTIONAL CELL
0 I I I l








Figure 3.t-t. I-V Curves Showing Typical Output of
F_eld, Hybrid, and Conventional Cells.
(All cells of iO ohm- cm base resistivity
glassed, and tested at 25°C under one

























From Ref. 3.1-3. Reprinted with permission of the
Deutsche GeseU_chaft Or Luft ur_d Raumfahrt EV.
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Figure 3. i-3. Effect of t MeV Electron Radiation on Isc,
Voc and Pmax for Glassed Field and Con-
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3.2 UNIRRADIATED SILICON SOLAR CELTS
3.2. I Isc, Voc, Imp, l=.mp and Efficienc_ _ Versus Temperature and
Intensity for Various Solar Cell Types (Ref. 3.2-i)
Cell Description
Glassed solar cells per Table 3.Z-I.
Test Method and Ec_!_ipment
Per Volume I, Section tt.2.
Experimental Results
Averaged data is shown in the fo!lowing graphs and identified b 7

















Table 3.2-1. Test Specimen Identification
Solar Cell Description
_tu
(ram x mm x n-m}
20xZ0x 0.46
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Table 3.Z-1. Test Specimen1 Identification (Con+'_,_,_ed!
Cover De scrtptl0m
$PL Thick- Cut-On
Test Material i noes Wave-
l:lla_.e _mm) length
Into)
A MS0211 0.15 4tO
B MS OZtt 0.15 410
C lrS7940 0.51 410
D MS02I! 0. IS 410
E MS02ti 0. IS 410
F-t MS021I 0. i5 4i0
H MS0ZIt 0.15 4i0
3(al FS?940 0. JD 4i0
Jib) FS7940 0.15 410
M FS7940 0.15 it0
N FS7940 0.15 410
0 1;'S 794O 0. i 5 35o
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3.3 IRRADIATED SILICON SOLAR CELLS
Isc, Imp) Vmp, \roc, and Pmp of Conventional, Field, and
Hybrid Cells #ersus i-MeV Fluence (Ref. 3.3-1)
Cell Des cri tip__9_
Solar Cells: Per Table 3.3-1
Cell Material: Crucible-grow_ silicon
Cell Manufacturer: Heliotek/Spectrolab
Cover: As marked without cover or with cover
Cover Type for Hybrid and Field Cells: 0.30 mm thick fused
silica (Corning 7910) with 0.35 vm cut-on blue filter and MgF 2
antir eflecting coating
Cover Type for Conventional Ce]/s: Same as above except
0.4i _m cut-on blue filter
Cover Adhesive: DC 93-500 for hybrid and field cells; R6-3489
for conventional cells
Sample Size: Five cells of each type
Test Equipment
Spectre!_ah Mark 3 Solar SLmulator
Hughe_ PaIce Xenon Solar Simulator (Ref. 3.3-2)
Dynamition Particle Accelerator (JPL)
Test Results
The test results are given in the figures listed Velow.
3.3-i Output Parameters of Hybrid Cells versus i=MeV Fluence
(Solid lines represent data for unglassed cells; c_rcles




Output Parameters o_ F_eld Cells versus i-MeV Fluence
(So]__d lines represent data tot ungJassed cells; circles
represent data for glassed cel!s)
Comparative Output of Three Solar Cell Tyl_es (data is
shown for 20 x 20 mm equivalent cell size, am, ealed and
unglassed condition. For glassing losses or gains: _ee
Section 4.3.3 in Volume I)










Hyb rid Field Cony ent ional
A B C
22 x 20 22 x 20 20 x 20
0.30 0.30 0.30
7.8 - i3.0 li.6 - 25.0 7.8 - i3.0
No Y es No
0.15 0.2 0.3
Ti-Pd-Ag Ti-Pd-Ag Ti-Ag









From Ref. 3.3-1. Reprinted with permission of the IEEE.
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Figure 3.3-1. Output Parameters of Hybrid Cells Versus t-MeV
Fluence (Solid lines represent data for unglassed
cells; circles represent data for glassed cells)
3.3-3
From Ref. 3.3-1. Reprinted with permis_ of the IEEE.
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Figure 3.3-2. Output Parameters of Field Cells Versus t-MeV
Fl,:ence (Solid lines represent data for unlgassed
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Figure 3.3-3. Comparative Output of Three Solar Cell Types
(data is shown for Z0 x Z0 mm equivalent cell
size, ar_nealed and unglassed condition. For




3.4 THIN SILICON CELLS
3.4.3 Perforn'ance of Conventic, nal Unirradiated 2 and i0 ohm-cm
N-on-P Cells with SiO Coating (Ref. 3.4-i}
Cell Description
Polarity,: n- on-p
Cell _'v.brication Process: Same as used for similar cells having
greater thicknes s
Cell Size: 2 x 2 cm
2Active Area: 3.9 cm
Cell Thickness: 0. i0 to 0.30 rnm (0. 004 to 0.0i2 inch)
Base Resistivity: 2 (t to 3) ohm. cm and l0 (7 to i4) ohm. cm
boron-doped, crucible-grown




Illumination: X-25L Spectrosun AM0 Solar Simulator
Intensity Calibration: Using balluon-calibrated standard ceJ1
Cell Holder: _cur-terminal clamp with heat sink, mounted in dry
nitrogen-flushed, thermally insulated box covered with quartz
window
Temperature Calibration: Using thermocouples on cell and on cell
heat sink block
Experimental Re sults
The experimental results are shown in the following figures:















Typical I-V Curves of 0.30 mm thick, 2 ohm-cm Cells
versus Temperature at I. 00 So,far Constant Intensity
T/pical I-V Curves of 0.20 mm thick, 2 ohm. cm Cells
versus Temperature at I. 00 Solar Constant Intensity
Typical I-V Curves of 0.15 mm thick, 2 ohm. cn, Cells
versus Temperature at 1.00 Solar Constant Intensity
Typical i-V Curves of 0. I0 turn thick, 2 ohm. cm C,_lls
versus Temperature at I. 00 Solar Constant Intensity
Typical I-V Curves of 0.30 mm thick, 10 ohm. cm Cells
versus Temperature at I. 00 Solar Constant Intensity
Typical I-V Curves of 0.20 mm thick, I0 ohm. cm Ceils
versus Temperature at I. 00 Solar Constant Intensity
Typical I-V Curves of 0. i5 mm thick, t0 ohm. cm Cells
versus Temperature at I. O0 Solar Constant Intensity
Typical I-V Curves of 0. l0 mm thick, t0 ohrn. cm Cells
versu_ Temperature at i. 00 Solar Constant Intensity
Short-circuit Current versus Temperature at t. 00 Solar
Constant Intensity
Open-circuit Voltage versus Temperature at 1.00 Solar
Constant Intensity
Short-circuit Current Temperature Coefficients versus
Temperature at t. 00 Solar Constant Intensity
Open-circuit Voltage Temperature Coefficients versus




































Figure 3.4-I. Typicall-V Curves at 1.00 Solar Constant Intensity















From l_f. 3.4-1. Reprinted with pennistion of the IEEE.
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3.4-4
Figure .,. 4-Z. Typical I-V Curves of 0.30 mrn Thick, 2 ohm- cm


















From Ref. 3.4-1. Reprinted with permiaaion of the IEEE.
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Typical I-V Curves of 0.20 mm Thick, Z ohm" cm







































Figure 3.4-4. Typical I-V Curves of 0. t5 mm Thick, 2 ohm-cm

















From Ref. 3.4-1. R_printed with pennis_on of the IEEE.
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VOLTAGE _V)
Figure 3.4-5. Typical I-V Curves of O. iO mm Thick, Z ohm- cm
















F_'om Ref. 3.4-1. Reprinted with permission of the IEEE.














Figl, re 3.4-6. Typical I-V Curves of 0.30 mm Thick, i0 ohm • cm
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Figure 3.4-7. TypicalI-V Curves of 0.20 mm Thick, iO ohm-cm
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Typical I-V Curves of 0. _5 mm Thick. t0 ohm-cm
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Typical I-V Curves of 0. i0 turn Thick, i0 ohm.- cm




































































From g_f. 3.4-1. Repeal _ pemmsion of the |EEE.
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Figure 3.4-12. Short-circuit Current Temperature Coefficients
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Reprinted with permission of the IEEE.
0.10 MM THICK






Figure 3.4-t3. Open-circuit Voltage Temperature Coefficients
versus Temperature at _. 00 Solar Constant
Intensity
3.4-14
3.4. Z Applied Physics Laboratory Data for Irradiated Z and t0 o]un. cm
N-on-P Cells with SiO Coatin 8 (Ref. 3.4-Z)
Cell De scription
Seven cells in each resistivity and thickness group from the cells
described in Section 3.4. i were tested; five of each of them were irradi-
ated. Actual cell thickness per Table 3.4-t.
Test Setup
Illumination: OCLI AM0 Solar Simulator
Radiation Type: t-NIeV electrons
Radiation Source: Van de Graaff generator, Naval Research Laboratory
Spectral Response Apparatus: Heliotek Filter Wheel Monochromator
Experimental Re suits
The experimental results are shown in the following tables and
figure s:
Table 3.4-2 Performance of i0 ohm. cm Cells at t Solar Constant
Intensity and at Z7°C Cell Temperature
Table 3.4-3 Performance of Z ohm- cm Cells at t Solar Constant
Intensity and at ZY°C Cell Temperature
Table 3.4- 4 Average Temperature Coefficients of Z and
t0 ohm. cm Cells at t Solar Constant Intensity
(2_pplicable _or the Range from i3 ° to 54°C only)
Figure 3.4-14 Maximum Power Output versus Fluence for 2 and
t0 ohm. cm Cells at t Solar Constant Intensity and
at Z7°C Cell Temperature
Figure 3.4-15 Power Output at 0.4 Volts versus Fluence _or z and
10 ohm. cm Cells at I Solar Constant Intensity and
at Z7°C Cell Temperature
Figure 3.4-16 Power Output at 0.35 Volts versu_ Fluence for Z
and 10 ohm. cm Cells at t Solar C_nstant Intensity
and at 27°C Cell Temperature
Figure 3.4-17 Spectral Response at t0 ohm. cm Cells Before and
After Irradiation to 5. t x t015 i-MeV Electrons
per c,n Z, at Z5°C
Figure 3.4-t8 Spectral Response of Z ohm. cm Cells Before and
After Irradiation to 5. t x t0 t5 t-MeV Electrons
per cm z, at Z5°C
3.4-i5
Table 3.4-t. Ranges of Silicon Wafer Thicknesses
and Metric Conversion for Solar Cells
in Tables 3.4-2 Through 3.4-4 and in
Figures 3.4-14 Through 3.4-18.
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From Ref. 3.4.2. Reprinted with permission of the
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3.5 HIGH LIGHT INTENSITY - HIGH TEMPERATURE DATA
3.5.1 Performance of Conventional Silicon and Gallium-Arsenide
Solar CeUs (Ref. 3. 5-i)
C ell Des cription
Cells: Per Table 3.5-i





OCLI Model No. 2 Solar Sit,relator (AMO Spectrum)
Sun Gun, 6Z5 watts, 3400°K (high-intensity light source, corre-
lated to AM0 intensity at one solar constant)
Mineral Oil Bath, thermostatically controlled (optically clear
oil controlled temperature of immersed cells during test)
Test Results
The test results are shown in the following figures.
3.5-i Electrical Performance Parameters for Silicon Cells As
a Function of mumination Intensity
3.5-2_ Current-Voltage Characteristic_ for F_ve-Grid,
l0 ohrn-cm Silicon Solar Ceil at Temperatures fro.T,
30 ° to 150°C
3.5-3 Comp___ison of Current-Voltage Characteristics for Five-
Grid and i3_Grid Celts at Two Temperatures at
2.8 W" cm- Illumination Inte'_isity
3.5-4 Curve Factor for Two Types of Silicon Cells Versus
I11,_nination Intensity
3.5-5 Electrical Performance Parameters_ for Seven-Grid
GaUiurn-Arsenide Cells As a Function of Illumination
Intensity Over .--,Range ._ Temperatures
3.5-6 Open-Circuit Voltage for Thre_ Cell Types as a Function





























































































(a) 5-grid, 10 ohm-cm cells. (b) !3-qrid, 1 0hm-cm cells
_'igure 3.5-I. E1ectrical]_er_or_ance Parameters _or $111con Cells
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Figure 3.5-3. Comparison of Current-Voltage Characteristics
for Five-Grid and t3-Grid Cells at Two Tempera-
tures at 2.8 W- cm -2 Illumination Intensity
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Fzom R©f. 3.5-1. Reprinted with permimon of the IEEE.
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Figure 3.5-5. B, lectricai Performance Parameters
for Seven-CKid Gallium Arsenide
Cell as a Function of II!umination









From Ref. 3.5-1. Reprinted with pet,mission of the IEEE.
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Figure 3.5-6. Open-Circuit _;oltage for Three Cell
Types as a Function of Temperature
at 2.2 W • cm -2 Illumination Intensity
3.5-7
3.6 LOW TEMPERATURE - LOW INTENSIFY DATA
3.6.3 Performance of Conventional Silicon Solar Cells (Ref. 3.6-i)
Cexl Description




Spectrolab X-25 Solar Simulator
Test Specimen Housing: Dry nitrogen-flushed, with quartz
window, thermostatically controlled
Test Results
Test results are shown in the following table and figures:
Table 3.(3-2 Cell Characteristics and Their Distribution
Under Various Conditions for Four Cell Groups
Figure 3.6-t Test Specimen Description
Figure 3.6-2 Cell Characteristics anu Their Distribution
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Table 3.6-2. Cell Characteristics and Their Distribution Under



































































































































































.a_,l_ Z. Ceii Characteristics and "[heir Distribution Under
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Conversion Factors and Formulas
Physical Constants
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7.1 CONVERSION FACTORS AND FORMULAS
The following data is included in this section:
• Table 7. 1-1.
o Table 7. 1-2.
• Table 7. 1-3.
• Table 7. 1-4.
• Table 7. 1-5,
• Table 7. 1-6.
• Table 7. t-7
o Table 7. i-8
• Table 7.1-9
Temperature Conversion
Addition of Mass per Unit Power
Addition of Power per Unit Mass
C onvers ion
C onvers_on




Factors --Solar Cell Array Units
Factors -- Electrical
Factors -- Thermal
1on Factors -- Fhysical
1Gn Factors -- Mass
1on Factors -- Magnetic
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T K = T C + 273, i5
T K = (5/9) (T F +459. 67]
T K = (5/9) T R



































Table 7. 1-2. Addition of Mass Per Unit Power
The total system's mass per unit power is
M :_._ m. : m + m 2 + ... +m (kg/W)s z 1 n
i=l





m. = -- (kg/W)
I P
and M. are the masses of the components and P1
is the power of the total system.
Illustrative Example :
Power Output: 600W
Solar Cells: 20 kg
Solar Cell Covers: 15 kg
Substrate: Z 5 kg
M 20 + 15 Z5
:= 60--66-6-6+ - 0. 10 kg/W
7.1-3
Table 7. I-3. Addition of Power Per Unit Mass




The Pi are the power outputs per unit mass of the components
P (W/kg)
Pi = m'---i
and P is the total system's power outpat and m i are the masses
of the components.
Illustrative Example:
Power Output: 600 W
Solar Ceils: 20 kg Pc
Solar Cell Covers: 15 kg Pg
Substrate: 25 kg Ps
= 600/20 : 30W/kg
: 600/15 = 40W/kg
=600/25 =24W/kg
p -30 + e'2-'_= t'. 0333 + O. 0250 + O. 0417 = O. 10
p = 1/0.10 : 10 W/kg
7. I-4
Table 7. I-4. Conversion Factors -- _r_ar Cell Array Units
To Convert Frcn_ Into Do This By
W/kg W/lb Multiply W/kg 0. 45359
kg / kW Divide 1000 W / kg
ib/kW Divide 2204 6 W/kg
W/Ib W/kg Multiply W/lb 2. 2046
kg/kW Divide 453. 59 W/lb
lb/kW Divide 1000 W / lb
kg/kW lb/kW Multtply kg/kW 2. 2046
W / kg Divide 1000 kg /kw
W/lb Divide 453. 59 kg/kW
lb / kW kg/kW Multiply lb/kW 0. 45359
W/kg Divide 2204. 6 ib/kW
W/lb Divide 1000 lb/kW
Table 7. 1-5. Conversion Factors--Electrical (Ref 7. 1-1)








1 00 ohm- cm
-6
10 ohm. cm
2. 54 ohm. cm
0. 7854 square mils
5. 067 x 10 -6 cm 2
-7
1. 662 x ! 0 cm
-7
1. 662 x 10 ohiTl° cln
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Table 7. I-6. Conversion Factors --Thermal (Ref 7. I-2)
HEAT AND SOLAR FLUX
- -2 -I -2 -i -2
kW-m 2 mW.cm cal.sec .cm _tu-L ft
1 100 O.0239 317.3O.Ol 1 2. 39-4 3. 173
i 41. 83 4. 1833 1 1.32743. 15-4 3 5-2 7. 53-5 1
POWER
hp kW ft .ib.s -1 Btu.h -! cal .s -I MeV.s -1
15
I O. 7457 550 2,547 178. 2 4_ 65
1. 34t 1 737. b 3,415 239 6.2415
1. 818 -3 1. 356 -3 1 4. 63 O. 324 8.4612
162. 546 1.899 1,400 6,480 453 9 1. 18
3. 93 -4 2. 93 -4 O. 216 1 O. 070 1. 8212
5. 61 -3 4. 18 -3 3. 088 14. 29 1 2.6113
2. 15-16 1.60 -16 1.118 -13 5.47 -13 3.83 -14 !
ENERGY
kW. h Btu ft -lb cai MeV erg
1 3413 2.666 8. 605 2.2419 3. 613
5. 27 -4 1.8 1,400.6 453.6 1. 1816 1.910
2. 93 -4 1 778. 1 252 6.5815 1. 0610
3.777 1. 29 -3 1 O. 324 8.4612 1.367
1. 16 -6 3.97 -3 3. 087 1 2.6113 4. 197
4.46 -20 1. 52 -16 1. 18 -13 3. 83 -14 1 1.60 -6
2.78 -14 9.48 -11 7.38 -8 2.39 -8 6.235 1
Note: Exponents indicate powers of t0.
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Table 7. I-6. Conversion Factors--Thermal (Ref. 7. I-2)
(Continued)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
ca!,s "1 .cm .cm': "°C'I Btu.h "1 - ft. ft'2 .°F "1 Btu'h "1 "f:'in'2 "°F "1 W.cm .cm'2 "°C "1
1 241.9 Z,903 9.183
4. 13 "3 1 I_ 0.0173
3.45 -4 0.083g 1 1.44 -3
0.23g 57.8 694 l
HEAT T _A _TSFER COEFFICIENT
-20c-I -I -20c-I I OF-Iwatts.cm • cal.s -cm • Btu-h- -ft -2"
1 O. 239 _., 763
4. 183 1 7,373
S. 67-4 ].36-4 l
























































































Table 7.I-8. Conversion Factors -- Mass











































ki!og ram/mete r 3














Table 7.i-9. Conversion Factors--Magnetic






















6.86 x iO -6
i0.76
i. O0 x iO-3
iO. v6 x iO -3
7.38 x iO-8
i.O0 x i07/4Tr
i .00 x ioiO/4Tr
Q
i .00 x iO-"
i. O0 x iO -4
iO/4n
i. O0 x iO "8
i. O0 x iO -8
iO00/4Tr
I .00








amp. turn- ft 2
2
amp. turn- m










ampe re -turn/mete r







The fcllowing data is i,ncluded _n this s_ct[on"
6 Table 7. 2-1.
• Table 7. 2-2.
• Table 7. 2-3.
• Table 7. 2-4,
• Table 7. 2-5.
• Table 7. 2-6.
Names and Symbols of SI Units
SI Prefixes
Values of Irrtportant Constants
Values of Physical Constants
Periodic Chart of Elements
Greek Alphabet
7.2-1
Table 7. Z-1. Names and Symbols of SI _" Units (Ref. 7.Z-i)





electric current ampere A
thermodynamic temperature kelvin K
',uminous intensity candela cd
an'to lnt of substance mole tool
Si DERIVED UNITS
area square meter m 2
volume cubic meter m _
frequency hefts Ha
mass density (density) kilogram per cubic meter kg/n_
speed, velocity meter per second rn/s
angular velocity raxtian per second rmi/s
acceleration meter per second squared m/s s
angular acveleration radMa per second squared rad/s 2
force newton N
pra_sure (mechanical z ,e_s) pascal P_
kinematic viscosity square meter per second mS/s
d)mamie viscosity newton-second per squa._ meter N .s/m s
work, energy, quantity of heat joule J
power watt W
quantity of electricity coulomb C
potential difference, electromotive force volt V
electric field strength volt per mete: V/m
electric resistance ohm t_
capacitance farad F
magnetic flux weber Wb
inductance henry H
magnetic flux density tesla T
magnetic field strength ampere per meter Aim
magnetomo_ive force ampere A
luminous flux lumen lm
luminance candela per square meter cd/m 1
illuminanee lux Ix
wave number 1 per meter m -t
entropy joule per kelvin J/K
specific heat capacity joule per kilogram kelvin J/(kg. K)
thermal conductivity watt per meter kelvin W/(m. K)
radiant intensity wa'_t per ster_dian W/sr
,:.:,ivity (of a radioactive source) 1 per second s -t
SI SUPPLEMENTARY UNITS
plane angle radian rad
solid angle steradian sr


















































Table 7. 2-3. Values of Important Constants
(Ref. 7. 2-1)
r=3.141 592 653 589
e=2.718 281 828 459
_o=4,rX 10 -7 H/m (exact), permeability of free space
=1.256 637 061X 10 TM H/m
_o=#o-zc -I F/m, permittivity of free space
-----8.854 185X 10 -Is Fire
7.2-3
Table 7. 2-4. Values of Physical Constants (Ref, 7. 2-1)
Quantity
Speed of light in vacuum ............... [
Gravitational constant ................. _
Avogadro constant ................... I
Boltzmann constant ...................
G_-_ constant .........................
Volume of ;.deal gas, standard conditions_ [
Faraday constant .................... ]
Unified atomic m_s unit ..............
Planck constant ..................... ]
Electroa charge .....................
Electron rest ma_ ...................
Proton rest mass .....................
Neutron rest mass ....................
Electron charge to rams ratio ..........
Stefan-Boltzmann corLstaht ............
First radiation eonstsmt ...............
_econd radiation constant .............
Rydberg cons*_vt ....................
Fine structure constant ...............
Bohr radius ..........................
Classical electron radius ...............
Compton wavelength of electron .......
Compton wavelength of proton ........
Compton wavelength of neutron .......
Electron magnetic moment ...........
Proton magnetic moment ............
Bohr magne_on .....................
Nuclear magne' on ....................
Gyromagnetic ratio of protons in H,O-
Gyromt_gnetic ratio of protovs in H20
corrected for diamagnetism of HjO.
Magnetic flux quantum ..............
Quantum of circulation ............... h/2m,
i A/re.
i Symbol Value
c 2_ 997 925
G 6. 673 2
N._ 6, 022 169
X 1. 380 622
R 8 314 34
Vo 2. 241 36
F 9. 648 670
•, 1. 560 531
h 6. 626 196
h/27 1. 054 591
e 1.602 i91
m_ 9. 109 558
5. 485 93O
m, 1. 672 614
I.007 276
m, 1. 674 920
1.008 665
e/mr 1. 758 802
• 5. 669 61
2,dw t 3. 741 844
Itc/k 1. 438 833
R,_ 1. 097 373















































O. 33 X 10 j
460 i !O-n
6. 6 1 loft
i
43 [ !0 --n
42 I_
........ 10t
5. 5 L 10'
6. 6 I0 -_
7. 5 10 -u
7. 6 10 -t*
4. i I0-'*
6. 0 I0 -*i
6. 2 10-*
6. 6 10 -_
0.08 .........
6. 6 10 -_
0. 10 .........
3. 1 10 t'
170 I0-*
7. 6 [ 10--'*
43 10 -_
O. l0 107
I. 5 [ 10 -t




3. I 10 -1*
6. 8 I0-"
6. 8 I0-'*
6. 8 10 -ij
6. 8 I0-'*













N m s kg-'
k_ol -']
J K-'
J kmol -' K-'





































REPRODUC_ILITi" OF' THE 7. z-s
t_I_;p_fNALPAGE 18 POOB
Table 7.2-6. Greek Alphabet
alpha or A nu v
betu _ _. _-- xl
gamma "y |" omicron e
delta h A pi ,_,
epsl Ion _ E rho p
zeta _ Z sigma a
eta _1 H tau
theta _ ,) _') 0 upsilon v
iota t I phi _
kappa _ K chi ×
lambda r. .\ psi


















Densities of Several N_._tals
Densities of Several Nonmetals
Densities of Several Polymers,
Primers, Sealants and Resins
Mass of Solar Cells
Mass of Various Array Parts
Adhe siv e s,
The data in this section were obtained from the following sources:
• Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 13th Edition,
Chemical Rubber Publishing Company, 1948
• Jet Propulsion Laboratory previously unpublished data.
• NASA SP-7012, "The International System of Units,"
2nd revision, 1973.
• "Reference Data for Radio Engineers, 4th Edition,
International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora[ion, lq5"/.
• Supplier catalogs and brochures included elsewbere
in this handbook.
• TRW Systems Group previously unpublished data.
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Table 7.3-2. Densities of Several Nonmeta!s
Density_
Mate rial _g. cm-3 )
Ceria- Doped Microsheet 2.62
FEP Teflon 2. I-2.2
Fused Silica 2. 202
Germanium 5.46
Kapton I. 42
Korad I. 1 7
Mic rr_sheet 2. 31
Silicon 2.3 2 - 2.40
TFE Teflon 2. I=2.2
r
7.3-3
Table 7.3-3. Densities of Several Polymers, Adhesives, Primers,
Sealants and Resins (Cared)
Den sitar
Material Manufacturer Color (g. cm o 5)











































































O. 25 O. 010
O. 25 O. 010
O. 25 O. 010
O. 20 O. 008
O. 15 O. 006









































(ham x mm x ram)
20.2 x 19.2 x 0.15
















7.4 CENTROIDS, MOMENTS OF INERTIA AND RADII OF GYRATION
The following data is included in this section:
• Figure 7.4-1 Centroids, Moments of Inertia, and Radii





















m(b 2 + 3)
Ix = I"_
I = m (2 + b2)
y 12
! ' = .m(4a 2+b 2)
Y 12
= m (6R2 + h2)
Ix 12
















Figure 7. 4- I. Centroids, Moments of Inertia, a_d Radii of Gyration
of Some Common Solar Cell Array Configurations
/rn -- mass)
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7.5 ELASTICMODULUS, POI:_SON"S R/ITIO AND ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF METALS
The following data is included in this section:
• Fig-re 7.5-t Kovar-- Poisson's Ratio, Ultimate Strength
and Young's Modulus
• Figure 7.5-Z Molybdenum -- Poisson's Ratio, Ultimate
Strength and Young's Modulus
• Figure 7.5-3 Palladium, Pure -- Poisson's Ratio, Ulti-
mate Strength and Young's Modulus
• Figure 7.5-4
• Figure 7.5-5
Silver, Pure--Poisson's Ratio, Ultimate
Strength and Young's Modulus
Solder (62 Sn - 36 Pb - Z Ag) -- Poisson's
Ratio, Ultimate Strength and Young's
Modulus
• Figure 7.5-6 Elastic Modu.li versus Temperature for
Several Materials
• Figure 7.5-7 Invar- Variation of Mechanical Properties
with Tempe rature
• Figure 7.5-8 Stress-Strain Curves for Invar
• Figu','e 7.5-9 Effect of Cold Work on the Room Tempera-
ture Properties of 0. Z3 cm Diameter Fine
Silver Wire
Figure 7.5-t0 Influence of Low Temperatures on the Ulti-
mate Strength of Armealed Silver
• Figure 7.5-1 t Influence of Low Temperatures on the
Fatigue Strength of Annealed Silver
Figure 7.5-12 Effect of Low Temperatures on the Stress-














Elastic and Shear Moduli and Poisson's
Ratio of Invar
Strength of Invar
Elastic Modulus of Silver
Elastic and Shear Meduli of Silver
Strength of Silver
Elastic Modulus of Molybdenum
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Figure 7.5-3. Palladium, _]_are -- Poisson's Ratio, Ultimate Strength
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Figure 7.5-4. Silver, Pure -- Poisson' s Ratio, Ultimate Strength and






































Figure 7.5-5. Solder (62 Sn-36 Pb-Z Ag)-- Poisson's Ratio, Ultimate
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Figure 7.5-6. Elastic l%loduliVersus Temperature
for Several Materials (Summary Data)
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Figure 7. 5-7. Invar -- Variation o MechanicaI Properties
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Stress-Strain Curves for Invar
(Ref. 7. 5- 7)
7.5-9
From Ref. 7.5-12. Reprinted _ith permission of
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Figure 7.5-9. Effect of Cold Work on the Room
Temperature Properties of 0.23 cm
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Figure 7.5-10. influence of Low Temperatures on the
Ultimate Strength of Annealed Silver
(Ref. 7.5-t4, Used by permission of
the Royal Society)
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Figure 7.5-11. Influence of Low Temperatures on the
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Figure 7.5-12. Effect of Low Temperatures on the
Stre s s - Strain Behavior of Molybdenum
{Ref. 7.5-t4, Used by permission of
the Royal Society)
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Table 7. 5-3. Strength of Invar (Ref. 7. 5-9)
Annealed 15% Cold Worked
Ultimate strength, MN/m 2
Yield strength, MN/m 2
490 640
270 450
Table 7. 5-4. Elastic Modulus of Silver (Ref. 7. 5-10)


























*Annealed above 700°C after 5 percent work hardening per Raub
*'-_Annealed per Addicks
***Annealed wire
Notes to Table 7. 5-5:
The elastic modulus is somewhat affected by cold working. Raub
reports a 5 percent cold-worked silver to have E = 69.6 GN/m2 at
20°C and Addicks reports hard-drawn wire to have E = 74.9 GN/m 2.
The purity levels in the test materials, the complete mechanical working
history, the degree of anisotropy and the grain size are not available in
any of these cases. The most frequently used value determined with
samples strained 5 percent and then annealed for 30 minutes at 350°C is
71 GN/m 2 at room temperature.
The shear _lodulus does not change greatly for hard-drawn
stock; values from 26.9 to 30 GN/m 2 are reported depending on mechani-
cal working history. A nominal value of Poisson's ratio is 0.37 /or
annealed material with an increase to 0.39 for hard-drawn material.
Table 7. 5-6. Strength of Silver (Ref. 7. 5-13)
Fine Silver Sheet












Table 7. 5-7. Elastic .Modulus of Molybdenum (Ref. 7. 5-10)
T E




















Table 7. 5-9. Strength of Molybdenum
T 0.2% Yield _trength Ultimate Strength






Notes to Table 7. 5-9:
At -75 degrees the reduction in area of sheet stock is zero,
indicating brittle behavior. This is further emphasized by the stress
strain curves of Figure 7.5- 12 which show an increase in strength with
a reduction in temperature accompanied by a very rapid decrease in the
elongation. However, Ref. 7.5-16 indicates that the addition of 7 percent
rhenium can lower the ductile to brittle transition temperature below
-200°C.
7. 5-14
7.6 ELASTIC MODULUS. POISSON'S RATIO AND ULTIMATE
STRENGTH OF SILICON AND GLASS
The following data is included in this section:
• Figur 7. 6-1. Single-crystal Silicon-- Elastic Modulus
• Figure 7. 6-2. Single-crystal Silicon-- Poisson's Ratio
• Figure 7. 6-3. Fused Silica (Coming Glass 7940}--Elastic
Modulus, Poisson's Ratio and Shear Modulus
• Table 7. 6-1. Ultimate Strength for Single-crystal Silicon
Tensile Specimens
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.igure 7. 6-Z. Single-Crystal Silicon --Poiss_n's Ratio (Ref 7.6-2)
7. 6-3
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Figure 7 6-3. Fused Silica (<:orning Glass 7940} --Ela_ti(: Modulus,
Poisson's Ratio and Shear Modulus (Ref 7.6-2}
7. 6-4
I_JCROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART
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Notes to Table 7.6-I:
The p-type material appears to be slightly stronger in both tension
and compression than the n-type. This characteristic also occurred
during earlier flexural tests (Ref. 7.6- 1) on actual solar cell w_fer
blanks. The higher strengths achieved by the p-type specLrnens are
probably explained by their crystal£ographic orientation with respect to
the loading direction. The p-type specimens were stressed with the
weak (If0) crystal direction at an angle of 40 to 50 degrees to the speci-
men centerline. Failure occurred preferentially along th'- direction in
the weak (ll I) planes, resuRing in inclined fractures. On the other hand,
th_ n-type specimens were oriented with their longitudinal axes parallel
to the stronger (11i) growth direction. With this orientation the (I11)
planes are perpendicular to the direction of loading and fractures occur
normal to the specimen centerlines. Failure for silicon almost always
occurs by cleavage along the weak (Ill) planes (Refs. 7.6-4 and 7.6-5).
In summary, the ultimate strength ranges at 25°C from I00 to
60b MN/m 2,for p-type silicon with a phosphorous layer on one side. The
range is partly caused by prestressing of silicon by the phosphorous dif-
fusion which results in an average strength of 210 MN/m 2 when loaded in
the direction of the prestressing as compared to 460 MN/m 2 when loaded
against the prestressing and partly by scatter in strength, 100 to
280 MN/m 2 in the first case and 290 to 600 MN/m 2 in the second case.
Wide variations in ultimate strength are caused by surface prepa-
ration. Strongly etched surfaces result in average strength of 210 MN/m 2
with the diffused layer in tension as compared to mechanically worked and
lightly etched surfaces of 150 lvINim2. With the diffused layer in com-
pression, the corresponding values are 180 and 100 MN/m 2, respectively.
The rougher surfaces on the undiffused side obtained by sandblasting and
light etching contain many microfissures and cracks which behave as
stresz risers when this surface is in tension, resulting in the lower
strength and greater scatter of ultimate strength.
For lithium doped cells, ultimate strength as low as 63 MN/m 2 has
been recorded.
The elastic modulus at 25°C ranges from 37 to 84 GN/m Z for
n-p cells. There is no correlation of low elastic modulus with low ulti-
mate streng'h,
7. 6- 7 :_
7.7 ELASTIC MODULUS, POISSON'S RATIO AND ULTIMATE
STRENGTH OF OTHER NON-METALS







• Table 7. 7-2.
Silicone Rubbers --Initial Elastic Modulus
in Tension
Silicone Rubbers --Initial Elastic Modulus
in Compression
Silicone R-bbers --Ultimate Tensile Strength
Silicone Rubbers --Compressive Strength
Silicone Rubbers -- Poisson's Ratio
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Figure 7. 7-5. Silicone Rubbers --Poisson's Ratio (Ref 7.7-Z)
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REpEODUC_ILr_ OF i_




































Table 7.7-Z. Strength of Kapton (Ref. 7.7-3)
3 Percent
T E Yield Strength Ultimate Strength
(°C) (ON/m 2) (MNIm2) (MN/m2)
-196 3.5 -- 240
25 3.0 69 17 0
200 1.8 41 120
Kapton has a I0, 000-cycle folding endurance when tested per ASTM
D-2176-63T. The Elmendorfpropagating tear strength per ASTM
D-1922-61T is 3.2 N/ram and the Graves initialtear strength per ASTM
D-I004-61 is ZOO N/rnm.
7.7-7 '
7.8 ELONGATION AND REDUCTION IN AREA
The available data for the materials discussed in previous sections
of this chapter is shown in Table 7. 8-1.
Table 7.8- I. Elongation and Reduction in Area of Several Metals
Elongation Reduction Temperature
Material (%) in Area (%) (°C) Reference
Invar, annealed 4i 72 25 7.5-7
Invar, t5 percent i4 64 35 7.5-7
cold-worked
Kovar 69 21 7.5-5 and
7.5-6
Kovar 73 73 7.5- 5 and
7.5-6
Silver (fine), 48 20 7. 5- 13
annealed
Silver, 50 percent 2.4 20 7.5-i3
co!d worked
Molybdenum sheet 0 -75 7.5 -i 0
Molybdenum sheet 5 -40 7.5-I 0
Molybdenum sheet 35 0 7.5 -i 0
Molybdenum sheet 58 40 7.5-I0
Molybdenum sheet 60 70 7.5 - i 0
Molybdenum bar i5 -75 7.5 -i 0
Molybdenum bar 45 -40 7.5-I 0
Molybdenum bar 70 0 7.5-i 0
Molybdenu bar 75 40 7.5-i0
Molybdenum bar 80 70 7.5-i0
7.8-i
7.9 ELECfRICAL PROPERTIES OF CONDUCTORS
This section contains a tabular presentation of the electrical
resistivity of several metals (Table 7. 9-1).

































































7.10 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF DIELECTRICS
The followihg data is included in this section:
• Figure 7. 10-1.
• Figure 7. I0-2.
• Figure 7. 10-3.
• Figure 7. 10-4.
• Figure 7. 10-5.
• Table 7. 10- 1.
• Table 7. 10-2.
• Table 7. 10-3.
• "['able 7. 10-4.
• Table 7. 10-5.
• Table 7. 10-6.
Short Tithe Dielectric Stxength Versus
Thickmess of FEP-Teflon
Insulation Life Versus Continuously Applied
Voltage Stress of FEP-Tef!on
Volume Resistivity of Kapton Versus
Temperature
AC Dielectric Strength of Kapt_n Versus
Temperature
Dielectric Constant of Kapton Versus
Temperature
Surface and Volume Resistivity of Teflon
at Various Temperatures
Typical Electrical Properties of Kapton
Polyimide Film
Electrical Properties of 25 _tm thick
Kapton Versus Relative Humidit_r
AC Dielectric Life of Kapton
Electrical Properties of Coming Fused
Silica Code 7940
Electrical Properties of 0210 Microsheet
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Figure 7. 'I0-I. Short Time Dielectric Strength Versus Thickness
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Figure 7. 10-2. Insulation Life Versus Continuously Applied Voltage
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Figur_ 7. 10-3. Volume Resistivity of Kapton


























AC Dielectric Strength of Kapton
Versus Temperature (60 Hz, 6.4 mm


















Table 7. 10-I. Surface and Volume Resistivity of Teflon















-40° F (-40 ° C) to 440 ° F (227 ° C)
-40 ° F (-40 ° C) to 440 ° F (227 ° C)
Table 7. I0-2. Typical Electrical Properties of Kapton


























5 rail fl/2 rail FEP/














I x 10 W ohm-cm
8 x 1017 ohm-cm
5 x 1017 ohm-era

































Table 7. 10-3. Electrical Proper*ies of 25 _m thick Kapton






























Table 7. 10-4. AC Dielectric Life of Kapton (25°C, 6. 4 r_m
Diameter Electrodes; Re£. 7. 10-2)
lZ5 _m Type H Plus25 i_m Type H-Film 50 _m FEP-Teflon
Corona Threshold Corona Threshcld465 V_Its 1600 Volts
Voltage Voltage

























Table 7. 10-5. Electrical Prooerties of Corning Fu3ed
Silica Code 7940 (Ref. 7. 10-3)
Parameter
Dielectric Constant:
!05 and 1010 Hz
Los s Tangent:
105 Hz
Volume Re s i_st ivity:



















Table 7. 10-6. Electrical Properties of 0211 Microsheet Glass
at Room Temperature (Ref. 7. 10-4)
Frequency (Power Factor) Dielectr:c
(Hz) Los s Tangent Constant
60 O. 01 7. 0
106 0. 0029 6. 9
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7.11 I'HERMAL EXPANSION PROPERTIES
Data for the following materials is shown in the figures and tables
as indicated:
















Figure 7. 11-4 and Table 7. il-i
Figures 7. II-4 and 7. 11-5
Figures 7. i 1-4 and 7. I 1- 5
Figures 7. II-5 and 7. II-6
Figures 7. 11-5 and 7. 11-6
Figures 7. ii-7 and 7. Ii-8
Figures 7. I I-4, 7. I l - 5, and Table 7. i I-2
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Figure 7. tt-3. Average Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
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Figure 7. 11-4. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion Versus
Temperature for Several Materials
(Refs: Kapton- 7. 11-3 Molybdenum- 7. 11-6
Silver - 7. II-II and -18 5ilicor. - 7. 11-2
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TEMPERATURE (°C)
Figure 7.1 1-5. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion Versus
Temperature for Silicon, Fused Silica
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AVERAGE CO_J_r, ICIEI_IT OF THERMAL
EXPANSION a, 10"6/'C
-196 TO -12S TO 25 TO
-I 25"C 25"C 200"C
SOLAR CELL S_OLAR
SILICON -0.0l_ 1.38 2.93
FUSED SILIC_ -0.27 0,2 0.42
4- / SILIcoCENLL
o o ,_SIL,_ 0 j
-2_0 -I00 0 I00 _ 4O0
TEMPERATURE (°C)
Fzgure 7. 1 1-6. Change in Relative Length with
Temperature for Solar Cell
Silicon and for Fused Silica





TO 2000 x 10 "6 FOR RTV 602TO i000 x 10-0 FOR RTV 41
-lOO 0
TEMPERATURE(°C)
Figure 7. 1 1-7. In,_tantaneous Coefficient of Thermal Expansion











AVERAGE COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL
EXltANS'_ 6, 10-6 eC
SILICONE -196 1'0 -125 TO
r,,JUEt - _25_ 200"C
tTV 6O2 72. 7 32S
XR 63-489 83.7 290
93-5O0 79. 6 200
tT_ 4 i 52.7 282
RI_ _0 48. 9 216








-_moo -_ o :_ _o
TEMPERATURE (°C)
3100
Figure 7. 11-8. Thermal Expansion of S_.licone
Rubber ._dhes[ves (Reg. 7. II-2)
7. it-8
a_aoDuC_B_n_ OF TUE
¢,_I_AL PAQm • poor
Table 7. II-I. Average Coefficients of
Expansion for Kapton
r  (10 6/:c}







Table 7. 11-2. Instantaneous Coefficients of




Ref. 7.11-11 Ref. 7.11-18
310 37 19.08 --
300 Z7 -- 19.0
298 25 18.96 --
270 -3 _8.64 --
Z50 -23 -- 18.9
ZI0 -63 17.85 --
Z00 -73 -- 18.2
150 -1Z3 I_.66 16.6
II0 -163 ]_.0i --
lO0 -173 -- 14.4
90 -183 14.06 --
70 -203 -- 1!.7
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7.12 SPECIFIC HEAT AND HEAT CONDUCTANCE
The following data is included in this section:
• Figure 7. 12-i.
• Figure 7. 12-2.
• Figure 7. !2-3,
Spec+._ic Heat Capacity for Var ous Materials
Specific Heat Capacit 7 of Fused Silica
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7.13 TRANSMISSION, REFLECTION, AND ABSORPTION OF LIGHT
The following data is included in this section:
• Figure 7. 13-1.
• Figure 7. 13-2.
• Figure 7. 13-3.
• F;.gure 7. 13-4.
• Figure 7. 13-5.
• Figure 7. 13-6.
• Figure 7. 13-7.
• Figure 7. 13-8.
Transmission of Corning 0211 Micrc3heet
Transmission of Corn:rag 7940 Fused Silica
(surface reflections included)
Transmission of FEP-Teflon
Transmissior of DC R6-3488 and DC R6-3489
Transmission of Cerium Stabilized Microsheet
Spectral Reflectance of Cerium Stabilized
and Conventional Microsheet Covers Mounted
to TiO x coated Silicon Solar Cells
Transmission of Cerium Stabilized and Fused
Silica Covers
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7. 13-2
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_0
0
1.0 1.6 2.2 2.8 3.4 4.0 4.6
WAVE,..ENGTH (_M)
Figure 7. i 3-Z. Transmise[on of Coming 7940 Fused Silica
(surface reflections included) (Ref. 7_ 13-3)
7. 13-3
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Reprinted with permission of the IEEE.
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7. 13-6
Figure 7.13-5. Transmission of Cerium Stabilized Microsheet Before
and After Irradiation (no change in transmission due
to radiation; frorr, Ref. 7.I3-5).
From Ref. 7.13-5. Reprinted with permission of the IEEE.
100 I
80 L
_. NO CHAN_E IN REFLECTANCE DUE TO 10-SOLAR
_. CONSTANT ULTRAVIOLET EXPOSURE FOR 326 HOURS
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0.4 O5 0-6 03 0-8 0-9 1-0 1-1 1-2
WAVELENGTH (pro)
Figure 7.13-6. Spectral Reflectance of Cerium Stabilized and
Conventional Microsheet Covers Mounted to
TiO x Coated Silicon Solar Cells Before and
After Ultraviolet Exposure (Ref. 7.13-5)
7.13-7
tO0





300/_n fused silica coverslips on adhesive
DC.XR6.3/.89 before and after 2,.10'_ecm "_
and onDC.93.500 before irradiation
100pro cerium stabilized coverslips on
adhesive GE.RTV.602 before and after 2J,10_ecm
NO CHANGE IN TRANSMISSION
DUE TO RADIATION OBSERVED
m
i
0 _ , I i
• I I I. | II . I • I • I • I •
•3 .4 .5 -6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2
WAVELENGTH (Fro)
Figure 7. 13-7. Transmission of Cerium Stabilized and Fused
Silica Covers (Ref. 7. 13-5)
7. 13-8
100
From Ref. ?.13-5. Reprinted with permis_don of the IEEE.
1 .'°" \Unirrodiated microsheet
/ ,_
J/ _ Microsheet atier 1Hey2 =10"_ e cm-2 at
t i_ "Cerium" microsheet before and after2"10 ,_ e cm"_ at lt,lev60 I
_I _ 4,.o_I i Tio,cootee _/,_.,,- "%,. j
I ; <e,,_g72 ..w-_:.-- ",_ l _>
= ! I,, i.o=
! 17/ _<°,,,_, \', -I
JSi"'. , , i , , • , • , . 2"":,_
g
-3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2
WAVELENGTH (p.m)
Figure 7. i3-8. Transmission of Cerium Stabilized and
Conventional Microsheet Covers and Relative
Spectral Response of TiOx and SiO x Coated,
Cerium Stabilized Microsheet Covered Solar
C_lls (Ref. 7. t3-5)
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7.14 EMISSION AND ABSORPTION OF HEAT
The following data is presented in this sectior-:
• Figure 7. 14-1.
• Figure 7. 14-2.
• Figure 7. 14-3.
• Figure 7. 14-4.
• F-igure 7.14-5.
• Figure 7.14-6.
• Figure 7. 14-7.
• Table 7. 14-1.
Effective Front Surface Emittance of Test
Modules
Hemispherical Em;,ttance of K=pton on
Aluminum Vers__s Kapton Thickness
Hemispherical Emittance of Kapton on
Aluminum Versus Temperature
Normal Emittance for FEP-Teflon at
38°C Verst,s Teflon Thickness
Hemispherical and Normal Emittance of
Typical Epoxy Paints at Room Tempera-
ture Versus Dry Paint Thickness
Hemispheri_cal Emittance of Cat-A-Lac
Paints Versus Temperature
Spectral Normal Emissivity of Coming
Fused Silica Code 7940


















' "J%_,,_'_PE______' ' '
4, BLUE FILTER ON MULTIPLE WIDE-GRID CELLS
D MIRROR BAR CPPOSITE CONTACT ON 20HM-CM CELLS
,_ MODIFIED 4_2'6 FILTER ON 20HM-'CM CELLS
• BI..UE-RED FILTER ON 2 OHM-CM CELLS
• BLUE FILTER ON 20HM-CM CELLS (JPL)
1" BLUE FILTER ON 20HM-CM CE.LLS (TRW)
I .. I . i . I t |
MODULE TEMPERATURE (°C)
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Hemispherical Emittance of Kapton on Aluminum












-:_ @ 50 I00 ;50 2'_
TEMPERATURE {°C)
Hemispherical Emittance of Kapton on Aluminum
Versus Temperature (Ref. 7.14-2)
REFRODUCIiILLti, o, _..
(_llqAL PAGlC l,B POOR
Fig.
TEFLON FEP
O BASED ON 12/JM TRANSMISSION DATA
[3 BASED ON 25/JM TRANSMISSION DATA
¢u 4bCALCULATED FROM HEATED CAVITY
U e¢ MEASUREMENTS
z el , -- , , .... , , -,-_
FILM THICKNESS (JJM)
7.14-4. Normal Emittance for F_P-Teflon at 38°C
Versus TeFlon Thickness (Ref. 7.14-3)
Fig. 7.14- 5.
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DRY THICKNESS (p_,_,t
Hemispherical and Normal Enittance of Typical
Epoxy Paints at Room Temperature Versus Dry
Paint Thickness (Ref. 7.14-2)
TEMPERATURE (°F)
-_ -IM @ IQ0 _00
I r ocA . cwH,TE1
TEMPERATURE (°C)
Fig. 7.14-6. Hemispherical Emittance of Cat-A-Lac Paints
Versus Temperature (R,._f. 7.14-1)
7.14-3
------ 6.4 MM THICK =-----. 1.3 MM THICK
t.0
WAVELENGTIt (/JM)
Figure 7. 14-7. Spectral Normal Emissivity of
Corning Fused Silica Code 7940
(Computed from Room Tempera-
ture Measurements of Trans-







































7.1 q -;-' "_m'rtr PROPERTIES
Comparative data for several materials is shown in Table 7.15-t.
For unit conversiou factors see Section 7. t.
Table 7. i5-1. Magnetic Properties of Some Materials
Material






























7.1,5 OUTGASSING AND WEIGHT LOSS
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7. t6-Z
REPRODUCBI]ATY OF THE
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